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For anyone who doesnâ€™t know which is the "cold-sweat" emoji or which emoji to use the morning

after a blind drunk, this book is for you. If you don&#39;t know which emoji to use when you want to

say "no" as emphatically as possible, this book is for you. This is the first book that will teach you

HOW TO SPEAK EMOJI.Text the pizza emoji with a question mark, and you&#39;ve got dinner

sorted out.Â  Don&#39;t know what to use when you&#39;re running late, or when you want to

organize a fun night out? How to Speak Emoji will help you win at texting. Featuring everyday

greetings, pickup lines, workplace expressions, and tried-and-true insults, this book is perfect for the

novice user or those looking to test their knowledge. With a collection of useful and hilarious

phrases and a handy dictionary to demonstrate what the emojis really mean, youâ€™ll never feel out

of your depth again - or make the embarrassing mistake of putting an eggplant symbol next to a

peach. Includes sections such as everyday greetings, in the workplace, in relationships and asking

for help and directions, as well as how to translate song titles and film quotes, this is your complete

guide to the bright new world of the emoji.
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Fred Benenson is an emoji aficionado, who self-published the first entirely emoji translation of a

classic novel, Emoji Dick (a charming pun on Herman Melville&#39;s original title). He works at

Kickstarter, where he leads the data team, as well as being on the board for Rhizome, a non-profit

organization focused on technology and art. Fred has taught copyright and cyberlaw at NYU and

occasionally contributes to Wired Magazine on topics that interest him. He lives in New York.



So my mom has a bad habit of using the wrong emojis and turning an innocent text into something a

little inappropriate. So I purchased this as a joke gift for her. It was perfect for what I needed it to be.

The book doesn't seem to have accurate descriptions but instead the author's funny renditions of

the emojis. It has descriptions that most people already know and even new combinations that

made me laugh.

Bought for my boss, he enjoyed it. Took FOREVER to get this product though.

funny and informative, wish it had a little more explanation of individual imojis.

Not exactly what I expected. I wanted more of what all the emojis mean, which they show some, but

most is phrases you can make with them. Nice little book though.

Fun information

Book is about size of your hand. Great quality. Awesome if you love emojis and want to learn "emoji

talk".

It was a cute stocking stuffer for my teenager

Using this as a guide, I have found that I can come up with some really hilarious observations and

comments!!
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